












































































































































































































PFont miF, icons1; 

 

// This code was made for NaNoGenMo 2021: 

https://github.com/NaNoGenMo/2021 . 

// Thanks to Diego de los Campos and Daniel Shiffman for the initial 

codes and inspiration, and Christian Heck, Julia Nakotte, Benita, 

Naoto and Sayaka @ KHM. 

 

String [] subject = {"Orwell", "Huxley", "Michaella", "Cologne", 

"London", "He", "Winston", "Sophia", "Gertrude", "She"}; 

String [] verb = {"destroys", "brings", "fabricates", "analyses", 

"criticizes", "likes", "reads", "breaks down", "prints", "thinks 

about", "eroticizes"}; 

String [] object = {"bagels", "trips", "autos", "other people", 

"others", "grownups", "workers", "artists", "authors", "students"}; 

 

String [] modalVerbs = {"Does", "Did", "Doesn't", "Didn't", "Should", 

"Must", "Could", "Couldn't", "Might", "Won't", "Will", "Would", 

"Wouldn't"}; 

String [] names = {"Maria", "Laetitia", "Anna-Varney", "Oswald", 

"Orwell", "Pasadena", "Michaella", "Cologne", "London", 

"Winston", "Sophia", "Gertrude", "anyone"}; 

String [] infinitiveVerbs = {"destroy", "bring", "fabricate", "analyse", 

"criticize", "like", "read", "break down", "eroticize"}; 

String [] objects_q = {"bagels", "trips", "autos", "other people", 

"others", "grownups", "workers", "artists", "authors", "students"}; 



 

String [] icons = {"a", "b", "c", "d", "e", "f", "g", "h", "i", "j", "k", "l", 

"m", "n", "o", "p", "q", "s", "t", "u", "y", "w", "z" };  

 

String [] verb2syl; 

 

String [] pluralNouns; 

 

String [] conjugated_verbs; 

 

String [] characters; 

 

//int width = 437; 

//int height = 620; 

 

int i, ii;  

 

int videoScale = 8; 

int cols, rows; 

 

 

 



void setup () { 

 

  size(437, 620); 

   

  verb2syl = loadStrings("2syllablenouns.txt"); 

  pluralNouns = loadStrings("plural_nouns.txt"); 

  conjugated_verbs = loadStrings("verbs3rd.txt"); 

  characters= loadStrings("characters.txt"); 

   

  cols = width/videoScale; 

  rows = height/videoScale; 

   

  miF = createFont("YesevaOne-Regular.ttf", 15); 

  textFont(miF); 

  textAlign(CENTER); 

  textLeading(18); 

   

  icons1 = createFont("cute_icons.ttf", 15); 

   

  noLoop(); 

   



} 

 

void draw () { 

   

  background(242, 243, 174); 

   

  for (int g = 0; g < cols; g++) { 

    // Begin loop for rows 

    for (int h = 0; h < rows; h++) { 

 

      // Scaling up to draw a rectangle at (x,y) 

      int x = g*videoScale; 

      int y = h*videoScale; 

      fill(252, 158, 79, 80); 

      stroke(249, 250, 220); 

      // For every column and row, a rectangle is drawn at an (x,y) 

location scaled and sized by videoScale. 

      rect(x, y, videoScale, videoScale); 

    } 

  } 

   

  simple_affirmation(); 



   

  fill(0); 

   

  if (frameCount%2==0) {text (frameCount, 415, 615);} 

  else                 {text (frameCount, 15, 615 );} 

} 

 

 

 

void simple_affirmation(){ 

  

   

   

  float loc = random (0, 9); 

   

   stroke(244, 68, 46); 

   fill(244, 68, 46); 

  for (int i = 17; i < width; i = i + width / 2) { 

    for (int ii = 4; ii < height ; ii = ii + height / 3) { 

  rect(i + loc , ii + loc , height/3.5, height/3.5, 15); 

  push(); 



  fill(237, 211, 130); 

  rect(i+ loc+ random (2, 9) , ii+ loc+ random (2, 9), height/3.7, 

height/3.7, 15); 

   

 

  pop(); 

   

  String sentence1 =  

               characters[int(random(characters.length))] + " " + 

               conjugated_verbs[int(random(conjugated_verbs.length))] 

+ " " + 

               object[int(random(object.length))]+ "."; 

                

  String sentenceq = modalVerbs[int(random(modalVerbs.length))] 

+ " " + 

                     names[int(random(names.length))] + " " + 

                     infinitiveVerbs[int(random(infinitiveVerbs.length))] + " " 

+ 

                     objects_q[int(random(objects_q.length))]+"?" + " " ; 

                      

  String sentence2 = subject[int(random(subject.length))]+ " " + 

             conjugated_verbs[int(random(conjugated_verbs.length))] + 

" " + 



             pluralNouns[int(random(pluralNouns.length))]+ "and" + " " 

+ 

             objects_q[int(random(objects_q.length))]+"." + " " + 

             "#"+verb2syl[int(random(verb2syl.length))]; 

              

  push(); 

    

  fill(0); 

  text (sentence1, i + 6 + loc + random (2, 9) , ii + 15 + loc+ random 

(2, 9), height/3.9, height/3.9 ); 

   pop(); 

       

   push(); 

    

   fill(0); 

   textFont(icons1, 40); 

    

   text (icons[int(random(icons.length))], i + 10 + loc + random (2, 9) 

, ii + 50 + loc+ random (2, 9), height/3.9, height/3.9 ); 

    

   pop(); 

    



   push(); 

    

   textSize(12);    

   fill(0); 

    

    text (sentenceq + sentence2 , i + 6 + loc + random (2, 9) , ii + 90 + 

loc+ random (2, 9), height/3.9, height/3.9 ); 

         

    pop(); 

   

   } 

  } 

} 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



%%%%READ ME 

affirmations 

(10/11/21) 

Novel prototype to participate in NaNoGenMo 2021. 

For this novel, I will optimiza this *.pde file into a p5js code, and 

maybe get it to work with a simple machine learning system like 

m5js. 

The initial code basically makes random sentences from words that 

were put into different categories (noun, verb, article and 

adjective). Each category is a string. 

I would like to make this code compatible with the detection of 

bodily functions - it could be the sound of breathing, or speaking, 

or.. well, any bodily sound! Maybe it would be fun to train a 

mahcine learning system with different bodily sounds. 

 

(27/11/21) 

Instagram became the new facebook, not only economically, but 

also in a linguistic realm. Instagram was first thought as a social 

network for people to share pictures taken in the present moment. 

Now everyone had the time to write inspirational life messages and 

post them as instagram images, and a few of us got a lot of visibility 

while doing so. But is instagram fit for the delivering? 

I found it very amusing that a simple western formula for the 

production of knowledge turned out so coherent when it comes to 

inspirational instagram posts: affirmation, questioning, resolution. 

Three simple sentences. 



A first glimpse on my interpretation of that can be seen at 

https://editor.p5js.org/iverubini/sketches/seAX5ibyX . Now I'd like 

to turn it into a novel with 50k words, and i think the solution is to 

generate thousands of instagram posts using Processing. 

30/11/21 

For the final version, I calculated the average of words in each 

page, which was 82. So I multiplied this by 610, in order to achieve 

50k words in total, resulting in 610 pages consisting in 6 

inspirational instagram posts. 

The final structure of each post is: affirmation + icon + question + 

longer affirmation + hashtag. 

For a greater variety of sentences, I used two word banks: 

https://github.com/janester/mad_libs/blob/master/List%20of%20P

lural%20Nouns.txt for nouns and 

https://www.wordexample.com/list/verbs-in-

english#google_vignette for verbs conjugated in the third person. 

I used this dingbat font for the icons: 

https://www.dafont.com/de/cute-icons.font . I didn't use all of the 

characters like letters v, r and x. 

People's names came from sci-fi stories like 1984, Brave New World 

and Rocky Horror Picture Show and a few other names like Anna-

Varney, Cologne and London, which have a sonority that I like. 

The file affirmations.pde generates one frame per play in 

Processing, and affirmations_pdf.pde generates 610 pages with 6 

instagram posts each. 

Final version of the novel can be downloaded at: 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YhSJz37gpiH9NTJDaZ38wx4dpsR6

au3C/view?usp=sharing . A smaller preview can be seen in this 

repository under affirmationsPreview.pdf . 


